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Esploro: Repository, Profiles, and Advanced Analytics
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Esploro Research Information Hub Solution
Smart Harvesting AI 
(Ex Libris Central Index, National Repositories, Disciplinary Repositories)
Research Information Hub 






























Adding & enhancing known
researcher outputs using:
Ex Libris Central Discovery Index (CDI)
ORCID profiles
Populating the repository using 
machine learning algorithms:
Searching in Ex Libris CDI and open 
repositories
Migrating outputs from existing 
repositories:








Building up Your Repository: Quick population of IR and Profiles  
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754 M Journal articles 
732 M Books / eBooks / book chapters 
114 M Patents
9.4 M Datasets
51 M Conference proceedings
425 M peer-reviewed items
211 M Open Access records
1.2 M ORCIDs
Ex Libris Central Discovery







Research outputs & 
data sets
Open Access content
5,000 Content providers/data sources
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Universities using Smart Harvesting increased IR coverage > 5x
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A Growing Community Worldwide
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Thank you!
dave.stout@exlibrisgroup.com
